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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a global field and R a Dedekind domain with quotient field K. 
Let LJK be a Galois extension of degree two with Galois group G = (a) 
and S the integral closure of R in L. We are interested in the twisted group 
ring n = So G of G over S. n is a R-order in the central simple K-algebra 
A = Lo G, the twisted group algebra of G over L. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the A-lattices. 
For L = Q(w) and K= Q(o + W), where Q is the field of rational 
numbers, o is a primitive 2”th root of unity for n > 2 and 0 is the complex 
conjugate of o, the second author [S] has determined the non-isomorphic 
indecomposable n-lattices. 
In this paper the extension L/K is an arbitrary Galois extension of degree 
two. By Jone’s theorem Cl, 33.21 and by [6, Theorem 21 we see that n is 
one of the few non-hereditary orders [7] of finite representation type. 
In the first section we study the integral representations of /i,, the com- 
pletion of /i at a wildly ramified prime ideal P of R in L. The global case is 
considered in the second section. In both cases the number of the non- 
isomorphic indecomposable n-lattices is computed explicitly. 
We cite [ 1,2] for general references and [4] for local fields. 
In an Appendix we prove a few propositions about the first ramilication 
number of LPI&,, where P is a wildly ramified prime ideal of R. These 
propositions are cited in the text as Ai. 
1. LOCAL CASE 
In this section we modify our notation. We shall return to the notation 
of the Introduction in the second section. 
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Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient field K and 
finite residue class field R. Let L/K be a Galois extension of degree two 
with Galois group G = (0). We denote by A the twisted group ring So G 
of G over S, the valuation ring of L, and by A the twisted group algebra 
L 0 G of G over L. A is a central simple K-algebra and 
[2, Section 291, where M,(K) is the K-algebra of 2 x2-matrices over K. 
A is a R-order in A. 
Let x,R (resp. 76) be the maximal ideal of R (resp. S). We assume that 
the extension L/K is wildly ramified, so n,S= rr*S. Hence S and rcS are the 
non-isomorphic A-lattices full in L and hence these are the non-isomorphic 
irreducible A-lattices. 
PROPOSITION 1. A is a Bass order, hence every indecomposable A-lattice 
is A-isomorphic to an ideal of A. 
ProoJ It is easy to see that p,,(l) 6 2 for every left ideal of A, hence A is 
a Bass order [ 1, Section 371. 
PROPOSITION 2. Every indecomposable non-irreducible A-lattice is 
isomorphic to a non-split extension of Z’S by niS for i, j in (0, 1 }. 
ProojI Let M be an indecomposable non-irreducible A-lattice. Then by 
Proposition 1 and the remark before Proposition 1 we can choose M to be 
a left ideal of A of S-rank 2. Hence it must be an extension of an ideal of S 
by an ideal of S. 
From the above we conclude that the classification of Exti(rc’S, n’s) 
leads to the determination of the non-isomorphic non-irreducible indecom- 
posable A-lattices. In the sequel we shall abbreviate Exti(M, N) to 
Ext(M, N). 
We shall need a little more notation. By t we shall denote the first 
ramification number of L and by e the absolute ramification index of L. We 
put e=cc if charK=2. Let orc=rru for u in U(S). Then U-l=z’v and 
2 = rr’.s if e # cc for v and E in U(S). Moreover, let z,,w = rr2 for a unit w 
of s. 
PROPOSITION 3. Ext(rc’S, &S) z R/$Rfor i, j in (0, 1 }, where 
T = (t + 1)/2, if t<e and i=j, 
z = (t - 1)/2, if t<e and i#j, 
7 = t/2, if t=e. 
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Proof. Using the result 
Ext( M, N) z H’( G, Hom,( M, N)), 
where kf, N are n-lattices, and the fact that Hom,(n’S, n’s) z 7~~‘s we 
conclude that 
Ext(n’S, 7~‘s) 2 H’(G, rr-‘S). 
Hence 
Ext( &S, Z’S) 2 i 
xE7c-‘S/0x+x=0) 
{ax-X/XE7PS} . 
Using this last relation we shall prove the assertion of the proposition 
only in the case t < e, i = j, and char K# 2. The others can be proved 
similarly. 
Let x = x1 + X*TC, for x1, x2 in R, be an element of S such that crx + x = 0. 
Then rcxz = ( -2x,)/( 1 + u). Hence x = xi(u - 1 )/(u + 1). The converse 
is clear. Thus (x~S/ox+x=O)=Ru,, for u,=(u--l)/(u+l)~U(S). 
Moreover, ~x-x=xx2rr(u- 1). Hence from A, we get that 
~ax-xJx~S}=n~+~)/~Rv,, 
where v1 = vo(‘+ ‘)I’. Since 71 g+1)‘2R~I E Ru,, it follows that V~U;‘E U(R), 
where U(R) is the group of units of R. Thus the map 
9: Ru,--+ R with $(ru,) = r 
gives rise to a R-isomorphism 
Ru, R -N- 
n;Ru, - x;R’ 
where r = (t + 1)/2 
and the result follows. 
Let 5 E Ext(n’S, &S) determine a n-lattice M as an extension of rciS by 
njS, and let <’ E: Ext(rr’S, njS) determine M’. If 5, 5’ belong to the same 
orbit of Ext(n’S, n’s) under the action of Aut(rr’S) x Aut(njS), then 
MElI [l, 34.43. 
By Proposition 3 and the fact that Aut(rc’S) z U(R), we conclude that 
there is a bijection between the set of orbits of Ext(rc’S, &S) under the 
actions of Aut(&S) and Aut(n’S) for i, j in (0, 1 } and the set of orbits of 
R/z; R under the natural action of U(R), where z is as in Proposition 3. 
Any element of R&R is of the form ye’;;, where K E (0, 1, . . . . z}, y ranges 
over the set of units of the ring R&R and bar means reduction mod n;R. 
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Therefore there are 7 + 1 orbits and the set (1, x0, . . . . %;I} is a full set of 
representatives of these orbits. We shall use the notation (rrr’S, rcjS; il,“) to 
denote an extension of Z’S by njS corresponding to the orbit of 3;. So 
under the above notation we have proved: 
PROPOSITIONS 4. There are at most 7 isomorphism classes of non-split 
extensions of n’S by rtiS. These are represented by the extensions 
(n’s, 7cjs; 7TZ) 
for O<lc<z-1. 
PROPOSITION 5. (i) Let t < e, y be a unit of S such that ay + y = 0 (see 
A,), and i, j be in (0, 1). Moreover, let K be an integer greater than zero 
whenever j= 1 and i = 0, and greater than or equal to zero otherwise. Then 
the sequence 
with 
o- 7T’S-L 7c,“7TiS+7r’S(a- l)& 71’S‘0 
f(?r’) = 7c’y(o - l), g(n$r’) = 7Li, g(7ci(tJ - 1)) = 0 
is an exact sequence of A-homomorphisms. 
(ii) Let t = e, y be a unit of S such that uay + y = 0 (see A,), and i, j 
be in (0, 1 }. Moreover, let K be an integer greater than zero whenever 
i = j = 0 and greater than or equal to zero otherwise. Then the sequence 
o--b &S-L @l%+d-%(a- l)J-+ 7ris-+ 0 
with 
f(7rj) = 7&j-‘y(a- l), g(7q7’) = 7?, g(n’-‘(a- l))=O 
is an exact sequence of A-homomorphisms. 
Proof: The required conditions can be verified trivially if we investigate 
separately the four pairs of (i, j). 
PROPOSITION 6. For 0 d K < t the map 
n”S+S(a- 1)-f, x “+‘s+7cs(o- l), 
with f(nK)=7-cK+‘u+7tKf1 (a-1) andf(a-1)= -n(u-l)-KU((T-l), is 
a A-isomorphism. 
Proof It is a routine matter to prove that f is a /i-isomorphism. 
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PROPOSITION 7. The A-lattices 7c;S+ S(a - 1) and n;;‘nS + S(a - 1) for 
O<k<(t-1)/2 andO<rc’<(t-3)/2 ift<e andfor O<K, ic’<(t/2)-1 if 
t = e, are indecomposable and pairwise non-isomorphic. 
Proof. We shall prove only the case of t <e. The case of t = e can be 
proved similarly. We remark that the A-lattices of the proposition can be 
put in the form 
M,=7cKS+S(o-l)), O<ic<t-1. 
First we shall prove that M,,O < K < t - 1, is indecomposable. Let us, on 
the contrary, suppose that M, is decomposable. Since M, has S-rank 2, 
then everyone of its direct summands has S-rank 1 and hence must be 
isomorphic to S or to TIS. Let us suppose that S is a direct summand of 
M,. Then there are A-homomorphisms M, Zf S such that gf= 1,. Let 
g(71K)=tl,g(~-l)=P,andf(l)=?l”y+6(0-1),fora,B,y,6inS.Sincea 
commutes with g, we get rcVfl= o(a) - uKa, so nKj? = n’b for some b in S. 
Since G commutes with f, we get rcKy = rc’+ ‘c for some c E S. Moreover, 
from the relation fg = 1, we get ay + /IS = 1, hence ayzK +@n” =V. 
Therefore we take rc’(rcc~ + 6b) = rrK, which contradicts the assumption that 
rc<t-1. 
Supposing that there is a splitting ,4-epimorphism of M, onto nS, we 
come to the same contradiction. 
Now we shall prove that the A-lattices M, for 0 < rc < t - 1 are pairwise 
non-isomorphic. Let us, on the contrary, suppose that there is a 
A-isomorphism 
p: x”S+S(a- l)- 7cAS+S(a- 1) 
for 0 < JC < 16 t - 1, defined by the relations 
fp(7P) = 7c’a + /I(0 - 1) and cp(o-l)=?rAy+d((T-l) 
for a, fl, y, 6 in S. From the fact that cr commutes with cp we get easily 
that y, 6 belong to nS. Using this fact and supposing that there are 
elements I,, I,, s 1, s2 of S such that cp(xKI, + /*(c- 1)) = rcl and 
cp(n”s, + S*(CJ - 1)) = d - 1 we easily come to the contradiction that fl is in 
U(S) and also in nS. This completes the proof. 
Comparing Propositions 2 and 4-7 we get 
THEOREM 1. There are precisely t + 2 non-isomorphic indecomposable 
A-lattices. These are given by 
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I. For t < e, S, I-&, 
((S,S;E~)/OdICd(1-l)/2}={rc~S+S(~-l)/OqcQ(t-l)/2) 
{(S,7cS;E~)/O~ICqt-3)/2)={ 7c;xS+S(ri-l)/O<rc,<(t-3)/2}. 
II. For t = e, S, ~6, 
((S,7cS;7?,“)/O~Kd(t/2)-1}={7r$S+S(a-1)/0QK~(t/2)-1} 
{(s,s;~,“)/o<Ic6(t/2)-1}={ 7r$S+S(a-l)/O~:~(t/2)-l}. 
Remarks. (i) Since the Krull-Schmidt-Asumaya theorem holds for 
/i-lattices, then the n-lattices SOS, SOrcS, and rrS@z!i’ are non- 
isomorphic to each other. Hence there are just three non-isomorphic 
decomposable /l-lattices of S-rank 2. 
(ii) Theorem 1 and the above remark hold also in the case where S is 
fully tamely ramified over R (in this case t = 0) (see, e.g., [7]). 
2. GLOBAL CASE 
Let us now turn to the global case. We shall follow the notation of the 
Introduction. We use A4, N to denote n-lattices. Let P range over the prime 
ideals of R. We use R,, kP, &,, /i,, tip, and aP to denote the completions 
of R, K, L, A, M, and A at P. We put 
S(n) = {P: /i, #maximal R,-order in A}. 
By Cl, 28.51, S(n) is just the set of prime ideals of R ramified in L. For 
P E S(A) put t, for the first ramification number of i, over kP. Thus tp = 0 
if t, is tame over &. 
One really only needs two observations to deduce the global result, first, 
that there is only one simple A-module and, second, that the class group of 
n is that of the maximal order (see, e.g., [8]). We then get 
THEOREM 2. A has npEsC,,) (tP + 3) genera of A-lattices with S-rank 2 
and &St ILs(~) (3) of these are decomposable. Moreover, A has 
I-I PesCnj (2) genera of A-lattices with S-rank 1. Furthermore, each genus 
contains h isomorphism classes, where h is the class number of R. 
APPENDIX 
Here we follow the notation of Section 1. 
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A,. If X= (x~U(s): NLIK(x)=l} and Y= {,x/x: XEU(S)}, 
where NLjR is the norm symbol, then 
X/Y r n/22 
and u $ Y. 
Proof. From [4, XII, Section 1, Ex. 2b] we have 
X/Y97’(G, U(S))zH’(G, U(S))~Zi2/2;2. 
If rrz/z = u E Y, then u = ox/x for some x in U(S). Hence 71 = xr for some r 
in R which is impossible because of the valuation of r. 
A,. (i) t<eo -1 E Yo3x~ U(S): ax+x=O 
(ii) t=eo -24E Yo3xEU(S): uox+x=O. 
Proof (i) If char K = 2, then the results holds trivially. Let char K # 2. 
If t < e, then the element x = (U - 1 )/(u + 1) of U(S) satisfies the condition 
(TX + x = 0 and this condition is equivalent o - 1 E Y. On the other hand, if 
x =x, + xzn: is an element of U(S), for xi in R, satisfying the condition 
ux + x = 0, then 2x, + xzrc( 1 + U) = 0. Hence 9&x, = -n’+ ‘x2u which gives 
t < e. 
(ii) If t = e, then the element x = (u - 1)/2 of U(S) satisfies the con- 
dition ucx + x = 0 which is equivalent o -U E Y. The converse is proved in 
a way analogous to that of the converse of (i) by using the fact that t < e 
[4, IV, Section 2, Ex. 3c]. 
A,. t < e if and only if t is an odd number. 
Proof. From the relation (TX - rc = rP+ ‘v, v in U(S), we take z - W= 
?I’+‘u’~‘o(u). Hence -u’+’ E Y and by A, (i) we get u’+‘E Y. Since, by A,, 
uzp E Y, for all p > 0 and u 4 Y, we conclude that t + 1 is an even number. 
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